Objectives :
GCV, the name says it all. It’s an effort to connect Vayada Caste Members wherever they
reside. This is an Initiative of Shri Vayada Vanik Seva Trust (VAYVASET). Let us get
connected to strengthen networking, create wealth of knowledge and enhance
fellowship, amongst all caste members, irrespective of their age, origin and present
location. Brieﬂy the objectives are as follows :

Strengthen Networking :
We all are aware of the beneﬁts and strengths of networking. Let us connect through
GCV, together to know where fellow caste members stand today. Many of us have
already achieved greater height in our business, profession and employment. Some of
us are acknowledged as experts in our ﬁeld. The intention is to gather data of all caste
members, create data bank and making this data bank available for all caste members in
their respective interest for exchange of knowledge.
This will create awareness amongst the caste members about our fellow caste
members, where they stand today. Needless to say, such data will facilitate caste
member vise-versa to use services /products /expertise .This sums up the intention of
strengthening network amongst Vayada Vanik Caste Members.

Creating Knowledge- Expertise Hub :
Let’s create wealth of knowledge by sharing it. We have always think of creating wealth
in monetary terms but hardly ever thought of creating wealth of knowledge. Let us Gain
knowledge through Knowledge-Expertise Hub. This Hub is exchanging knowledge,
thoughts and experience. The intention is to create common platform of sharing
knowledge / thoughts / experience and provide assistance to those who need it. This is
proposed to be done by :
a. Creating groups of interested caste members on WhatsApp messenger and Email
b. Posting of a new digital English e-magazine on the website (parallel to
VAYADAMITRA) having different content & concept for Globalised readership of all
caste members. A willing & competent caste member is to be selected for giving
voluntary honorary services as The Editor for this magazine.
c. Creating an online Blog on caste website www.vayvaset.in and invite for
discussions/ suggestions /comments for various topics (Particularly to eliminate
limitation of physical meeting)

d. Arranging periodic meetings/gatherings and have discussion on selective subjects
which may include Health, Education, Parenting, Financial Planning, Investment
Habits, Legal Compliance, Business Advisory, Risk Management, Engineering,
Technology, Insurance, Economics, Social Bonding and any many more. This will
also help younger generation, during their studies, building career and advancing
business / profession. Let’s share knowledge amongst who need it.

Enhance Fellowship :
We feel joyous by connecting with old friends and caste members and cherishing
memories of our past days. This connection always gives us happiness. GCV platform
intends to connect Vayada Caste Members irrespective of their age, origin and present
location. The intention is also to establish connection which will be fostered
automatically by coming together, enhance fellowship and enjoy the fruits of
togetherness. Let’s establish the Caste connection, come together and grow…

PRINCIPLES/ RULES FOR ‘GCV’ WHATSAPP MESSENGER GROUP :

GCV WhatsApp group is created with an objective to connect the Vayada vanik Caste
Members wherever they reside thru’ WhatsApp on their personal mobile device. This is
one of the tools to remain in touch with all individual. However, to maintain the
objectives of WhatsApp group, it is advisable to follow certain basic principles and rules
for participation in the group.
The Goal is to STRICTLY AVOID unnecessary forwarded messages, to ensure that we
should not lose the important message and primary objective to connect with each
other.
The preliminary Principles/ Rules are as follows:
(1). Only Vayada Vanik Caste members are offered this FREE Membership, after receipt f
GCV-MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM with all requisite details by email or mail.
A member’s one mobile number will be added to the WhatsApp group for joining the
activity. The membership will be valid till 31st March 2018, and may be renewed, every
1st April of a new ﬁnancial year.
The group Admin has right to discontinue a membership anytime, if the principles/rules
are found breeched or violated. The group Admin is also entrusted the selection and
appointment

(2). Personal Undertaking by the Member for posted CONTENT responsibility :
“I am offered membership on caste GCV WhatsApp group. I conﬁrm hereby a binding for
taking full personal responsibility for the Indian/ International lawful compliance/action
for the content posted by me, on the group. I am bound NOT to post/share : Illegal matter,
Hate messages, Racial comments, Matters Dangerous to national security, Violating IT
(information & Technology) laws or are objectionable for family viewing or in anyway,
harmful to a member, the group or Caste at large. The Admin or Group will not be held
responsible for any such CONTENT posted or shared by me.”
Members are allowed to post legitimate messages / True, veriﬁed information relating
to caste activities, special achievements, honoring events, or prestigious excellence of
any caste member, Donations to caste or notiﬁcations relating to Demise/Besna of
caste members and such events.
(3). News related to achievement in education / sports/ any curriculum activities (art,
craft, music, dance etc.) / business / employment are welcome. Forwarded messages /
pictures / videos are STRICTLY NOT allowed on weekdays Monday to Saturday. If a
message is wrongfully posted, the member is required to send next message of
acknowledgment of a mistake and apology.
(4). With an intent to provide some sort of entertainment and wider involvement of the
members, on Sundays, it will be exceptionally allowed for posting entertaining
messages, pictures and videos. However, the content should be strictly controlled for
limited presentation. The same shall be restricted for posting on Sunday only. If there is
any change in this rule, Admin will notify in the group.
(5). Members are requested to restrict festival greetings to ONE DAY only on ﬁve HinduVaishnav festivals, i.e Uttrayan, Holi, Janmashtmi, Diwali & Hindu New year

GROUP ‘GCV’ DISCLAIMER :
“GCV has started group activity on WhatsApp messenger, for globally connecting the
Vayada Vanik caste members for providing platform for mutual contact and information
exchange. The Group Admin hereby declares a DISCLAIMER of ownership of any
content posted by any member on this group. Member who has posted the CONTENT
shall only be responsible & liable for consequential legal actions, if any”

